
Conclusion In a patient population with significant CV risk
factors, a normal SE effectively ruled out abnormal FFR. The
greatest discordance was seen in patients with abnormal SE/
normal FFR. In this group, patients had similar outcomes
compared to those with abnormal SE/positive FFR but worse
outcomes compared to patients with a normal SE. These find-
ings have significant clinical implications.
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Introduction To ensure flight safety military aircrew undergo
regular clinical and occupational assessment. Coronary artery
calcium scoring (CACS) is established as an imaging modality
to non-invasively assess coronary artery disease (CAD). CT
coronary angiography (CTCA) potentially offers a more accu-
rate assessment of CAD but has not been formally assessed in
military aircrew. This retrospective cohort study is designed to
compare the theoretical differences in downstream investiga-
tions and occupational outcomes in aircrew with suspected
CAD comparing CTCA with existing CACS pathways.
Methods A 2 year retrospective cohort study of consecutive
UK military patients who underwent a CTCA and CACS.
Patient demographics, CTCA and CACS results and initial and
final occupational restrictions were analysed comparing current
UK, Canadian and US pathways.
Results 44 patients underwent CACS and CTCA. The common-
est indication for a CTCA was a positive exercise ECG. Increas-
ing CACS, stenosis severity and stenosis burden were associated
with significantly greater likelihood of occupational restriction
(p=<0.01). Following CTCA (26/44, 59%) of patients were
found to have evidence of CAD with (13/44, 30%) having at
least a single vessel stenosis 50%. All of these patients had subse-
quent occupational restrictions. Two patients with a calcium
score 10 had at least one single vessel stenosis 50%.
Conclusion A CTCA pathway is potentially a better discrimi-
nator of CAD burden in aircrew when compared with CACS
and may reduce downstream testing, allowing a more effica-
cious approach to CAD assessment in military aircrew.
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Aims Coronary artery calcium (CAC) score is an important
tool in determining the risk of developing heart disease. The
measurement of this score has traditionally been based on
using ECG triggered computed tomography (CT). Emerging
evidence has revealed that there is excellent concordance
between gated and non-gated CT scans in identifying CAC.
We aimed to evaluate the incidental prevalence and burden of
CAC on non-gated High Resolution CT (HRCT) thorax used
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